Genetic algorithms are stochastic search and optimization techniques which cart be used for a wicle range of applications.
This paper addresses the application of genetic algorithms to the graph partitioning problem. Standard genetic algorithms with large populations suffer frolm lack of efficiency (quite high execution time). A massively parallel genetic algorithm is proposed, an implementation on u SuperNode@ of lYmsputers@ and results of various benchmarks are given.
The parallel algorithm shows a superlinear speed-up, in the sense that when multiplying the number of processors by p, the time spent to reach a solution with a given score, is divided by kp (k>l ), A comparative analysis of our approach with hillclimbing algorithms and simulated annealing is also presented. The experimental measures show that our algorithm gives better results concerning both the quality of the solution and the time needed to reach IL. In our laboratory, we are especially interested in this last application, namely, the placement of communicating processes on processors of a distributed memory parallel machine, A survey of the different methods proposed in the literature to deal with this problem may be found in [Talbi9t)l.
The parallel program is modeled as a graph where the vertices represent the processes, the vertices' weights represent known or estimated computation costs of these processes, the edges represent communication links required between them and the edges' weights estimate the rekttive amount of communication necessaty along those links, When the number of processes exceeds the number of available processing elements, as it is usually the case in massively parallel programming, the mapping problem includes the contraction problem [ Berman87 1 which is equivalent to the graph partitioning problem treated in this paper.
The graph partitioning problem is NP-complete. C'unsequently, heuristic methods should be used to detil with it. They may find solutions that are only approximations of the optimum, but they will do it in a reasonable amount of time. The different approaches that have been proposed for this problem may be divided in two main classes. CM one hand, the general purpose optimization algorithms independent of the given application and, on the other hand, the heuristic approaches especially designed for a unique problem. As we want to avoid the intrinsic disadvtrntage of the algorithms of this second class (their limited applicability due to the problem dependence) our concern in this paper, is only the first claw of algorithms. The purpose of this paper is to prove that the graph partitioning problem may be solved quite efficiently by a parallel genetic algorithm.
The structure of the paper is as follows:
in a first sectiou, we give a mrtthematical formalization of the graph partitionin~: problem and discuss few' instances of classical COS1 fUn~tiOnS.
in the next section, we extensively present the genetic algorithm approach to the graph partitioning problem. After a recall of the genetic algorithms principles, we show I)ow they cm be used to ctcd with the graph partitioning problem, we discuss the matter of parallel genetic algorithms and finally we expose the proposed solution.
the Final] y, concluding remarks and possible extensions to this work are proposed.
-an undirected grtiph G = (V,E); -an application Q I from V into Z+, such that Ql(vi) = wli is the weight of vertex vi;
-an application Q 2 from E into Z+, such that
is the weight of edge ej; and a set of ntrmerical constraints @ = {$1, @2, .... $tn ) on these weights; the graph partitioning problem has to find a partition H of V (II = [Xl, n2, .... rcn)) satisfying the constraints 4.
A classical and well studied set 01 of constraints expresses that:
-for each sub-set nl of V belonging to the partition II, the sum of the weights of its vertices must be inferior to a given value B v x,= H,~Q,(v) .S B w It! -the sum of the weights of edges going from one node of Xl to one node of some other~j must be inferior to
The graph partitioning problem under constraints 01 has been proved NP-complete (see [Garey79] ).
Most applications correspond to the following set 02 of constraints where the weights of all nodes are set to 1
-for each sub-set nl of V belonging to the partition H, the number of nodes in ni is equal to a given value B1 VE q with V ve V, QI(v)=I -the total cost of the edges going from one Xi to another ni should be minimum
MIN(~We)) eke
The graph partitioning problem under~onstmints 02 has also been proved NP-complete (see [Hyafi173] ).
For our application, the mapping of parallel programs on parid Iei architectures, we have to consider the following set 03 of constraints: minimize the sum of the total communication costs between processors (total cost of the edges going from onexl toanother rcj)and of thevtwiance of the loads of the dift'erent processors (variance of cost of vertices belonging to a given ni ):
With K=O the set of constraints cD3 reduces to cD2. This proves that the partitioning problem under constraints 03 is NP-conlplete.
For the mapping problem, K is the weight of the contribution of the communication cost relative to the computational load balance across the system. Choosing a suitable value for K depends on knowledge about characteristics of the parallel architecture. Very small values of K would suggest a uniprocessor solution, and very large values would reduce the problem to one of multiprocessor scheduhng without communication costs. The parallel architecture used was a network of tmnsputers and K=2 has been chosen.
Genetic ahzorithms mincities
and their armlication to the graph t)titionin~problem Genetic algorithms compose a very interesting t%rnily of optimization algorithms. Their basic principle is quite simple.
Given a search space Z of size MN, given M symbols, any point of this space may be represented by a vector of N of these M symbols.
C,iven a fitness function F from Z into '3 associating a real value to any point of X.
Given an initial set of vectors, called the initial population, Some genetic operators are used to generate new points of Z given some old ones in a phase of the process called "reproduction".
During this phase, some points of Z are replaced keeping the size of the population fixed. The fundamental principle of GA is: "the titter a vector, the most probable its reproduction".
In mathematical terms it means that the probability P of reproduction is increasing as F increased:
"rhe standard genetic algorithm is: The most common genetic operators used during reproduction are crossover and mutation. Crossover, given two vectors, cut them both at the same random point and exchange the two portions thus cut out ( fig. 1a) . Mutation is simply flitting a bit ( fig. 1b) . Two parameters need to be defined:
Pc and Pm. They represent respectively the probability of application of the crossover and mutations operators. Other genetic operators may be find in the literature, for instance, the inversion operator To use genetic algorithm for the graph problem, the following formalism is used:
Let us suppose that we have a graph of partitioning N nodes to divide into M sub-sets. Each of these sub-sets is labelled by a symbol (for instance an integer between O and M-1). A given partition is represented by a N vector of those symbols; where symbol p in position q means that node q of the graph is in sub-set p.
The fitness function F is the last cost function described in section 11. We use dte usual version of crossover, but mutation is a random trial of one of the M possible symbols, The programming environment used in our experiments
We use the speed-up ratio as a metric for the is Parallel C 3L. A configumtor of the physical network, performance of the parallel genetic algorithm. The speed-up developed in our laborIdtory has been used to obtain the ratio S is defined its S=Ts/Tp where Ts is the execution desired topolo~y of the architecture.
time on a single processor and Tr.r corresponds to execution -.
We assume that each individual in the population time for a p-processors implernentatio;. The algorithm has a near-lineru speed-up. This is due to the fact that the communication cost between processes is relatively small compared with the computation cost, and is independent of the size of the architecture. No routing is needed in the processor network because only directly connected processors have to exchange information. The purpose of this benchmark is to measure the evolution of solution's quality when running the parallel We do not consider the best solution found globally since the communication involved in determining this solution would be considerable. We only pick up the best olution routing through a "spy process" placed on the "root processor" (see fig. 3 ). Notice that given the specific graph partitioning problem used (a pipeline of 32 vertices to be partitioned in 8 sub-sets) for this benchmark, the best possible solution scores 7.
As expected, for a given number of gemmtions, the quality improves with an increase of population's size.
It may even happen that for a too small population a premature convergence occurs and that the optimal solution will not be ever reached.
The figure 5 shows also thttt the greatest reduction in the cost of the partitioning occurs at the beginning. Thus a moderate quality partitioning can be obtained very quickl y, lV.4. Time to reach a riven solution
The purpose of this benchmark is to study the speed-up for a given solution's quality when running the genetic parallel algorithm on different sizes of torus of processors and with different sizes of populations (both being equal given that there is one individual per processor). We have a "superlinear" speed-up of the parallel genetic algorithm, in the sense that when multiplying the number of processors by p the execution time is divided by kp (bl ).
IV 5 Comparison
with hill-climbin~and simulated Ã neal imz alporithmĨ n this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with hill-climbing and simulated annealing algorithms.
al Hill-c~~o rithT he hill-climbing algorithm starts with a random configuration, and tries to improve it [Johnson85]. The improvement is canied out in Small steps COIISkdIIg of moving a vertice from one sub-set to another. A move is selected randomly, the cost change of the move is evaluated, and if the change is for the better the move is accepted and a new configuration is generated. Otherwise, the old configuration is kept. This process is repeated until there are no changes to the configuration that will reduce the cost function further. When this occurs a local minimum has usually been found, rather than the required global minimum. Figure 7 shows a version of the hillclimbing algorithm.
Generate a random initial state SO (S:=S0). Repeat compute at random a neighboring state S'. if cost(S') < cost(S) then S:=S'
Until there is no better neighbor. bl Simulated unveulin~ul~orithnt The principle of the simulated annealing algorithm is the following [ Kirkpatrick83 ] ( fig.t3 ): the system is put in a high temperature environment. At this temperature is applied a suftlciently long sequence of random elementary transformations (markov chain) to reach the equilibrium at this temperature, Then, the temperature is slightly decreased and a new sequence of random move is applied. At each temperature the permitted energy states are governed by the metropolis criterion, which allows the configuration to accept a state with a probability P(AE,T). The search terminates when the system stabilizes.
There is a large amount of literature on this topic [Laarhoven87] , and the basic algorithm allows for considerable variation and tuning of parameters. The version we considered is a straightforward version, which can probably be greatly improved. However, as the parallel genetic algorithm is also a "naive", "out-of-the-shell" version, we think that the following benchmarks give, at le:ist, interesting order of magnitudes.
The number of available changes to the configuration, denoted by L, when moving one vertex to a different sub- where N is the number of vertices of the graph to be partitioned and M the number of sub-sets of the partition. This value gives a measure of the size of the problem and is used as a parameter in the annealing schedule. Table 4 : Benchmarking with a grid of 64 vertices and a partition of 4 sub-sets, For simulated annealing, best results may be obtained using bigger values of X, however, raising X will increase the computation time.
v. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE -------DIRECTIONS
A parallel genetic algorithm to solve the graph partitioning problem has been proposed and evaluated.
The main results are the following:
-the algorithm shows a sttperlinear speed-up; -it is easy to program; -it is simple to implement on massively parallel distributed memory architectures; it outperforms hill-climbing and simulated annealing algorithms both in the quality of the solution and the time used to reach it.
An important characteristic of genetic algorithms is that they may be used to solve a great variety of combinatorial optimization problems. We are using them to solve such opt~rnization problems in the field of robot control and neural networks .
We are also studying an important improvement of the algorithm, namely, the dynamic variation of its parameters and particularly mutation probability. The crossover operator becomes less efft"t.-dve over time as the strings in the population become more similar. One way to avoid the premature convergence and to sustain genetic diversity is by using adaptive mutation. During the first generations when there is ample diversity in the population, mutation must occur at very low rates. However, as diversity decreases in the population, the mutation rate must increase.
More theoretical work is planned: a cellular automata based model will be used to study the influence of the algorithm's parameters on its convergence gIIII.
[Sheild87] 
